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No Longer Just A Diamond Exploration Company, Northern Superior Resources Is
Now More Focused On Gold With Three Excellent Properties - Ti-pa-haa-kaa-ning
(TPK) Gold Project And Thorne Lake Gold Project Un Northwestern Ontario,
And Their Wachigabau Gold Project In Quebec
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Precious Metals
(SUP-TSXV)

Thomas F. Morris
President, CEO and Director
BIO:
Thomas F. Morris (President, CEO and
Director) is a registered, Professional
Geoscientist with over 26 years experience of managing a variety of exploration
activities and programs. Dr. Morris

joined Superior Diamonds Corp. in 2002
as a Project Manager, responsible for
managing Superior’s diamond exploration programs in Northwestern Ontario.
In 2005, Dr. Morris was appointed Vice
President Exploration and was subsequently appointed President and CEO in
July 2007. At this time, Dr. Morris refocused the Company’s exploration from
diamonds to gold, rebranded and renamed the Company Northern Superior
Resources Inc. Dr. Morris has managed,
designed and implemented exploration
programs and geologic studies for University, Government and exploration
companies, including: the Geological
Survey of Canada, Alberta Research
Council, Ontario Geological Survey, University of Alberta, University of Western
Ontario, Lake Shore Gold Corp. and
Aurora Platinum. Dr. Morris received his
PhD. (Earth Sciences) from the University of Alberta in 1988. Dr. Morris also
sits on the Board of Directors for Maxy
Gold Corp.
Company Profile:
Northern Superior Resources Inc. is a
junior exploration company whose focus
is exploring for gold on the Superior
Province of the Canadian Shield. The
Company is a reporting issuer in British
Columbia, Alberta, Ontario and Quebec,
and trades on the TSX Venture Exchange
under the symbol SUP.
Interview conducted by:
Lynn Fosse, Senior Editor
CEOCFOinterviews.com
CEOCFO: Mr. Morris, how has Northern Superior Resources changed in the
two years that you’ve been in charge?

Dr. Morris: “It’s changed on a couple of
fronts. The most important thing is that
we were originally focused solely on diamond exploration. I really do believe in
the diamond projects that we have, but it
became very obvious that the markets
were not interested in junior exploration
companies exploring for diamonds. However, we were very fortunate, because as
we were doing our exploration, we analyzed our overburden samples not only
for diamond indicator minerals but also
for all types of mineralization, so essentially we had also been prospecting for
gold and base metal mineralization. This
gave us a tremendous database, with a
number of excellent targets for gold and
base metals, so I made the decision two
years ago that we needed to change our
focus from being solely diamonds and
place it more on gold. What we have
done in a very short period of time is to
bring forward three excellent gold projects; our Ti-pa-haa-kaa-ning (TPK) Gold
Project, Northwestern Ontario, our
Thorne Lake Gold Project, Northwestern
Ontario, and our Wachigabau Gold Project in Quebec. To go along with that,
we’ve changed the name of the company
from Superior Diamonds to Northern
Superior Resources and we have rebranded the company and upgraded and
improved our website.”
CEOCFO: Where are you with your projects and what do you like about them?
Dr. Morris: “All three gold properties
that have brought forward are exceptional
and I’m not just saying that as the President and CEO of the company. We are
told this by independent contractors and
even from our competitors that any one of
these three gold properties would be a

crown jewel in any other junior’s portfo- cial ice must have a reasonably large tar- We completed an overburden sampling
lio. Our main focus has been on our Ti- get to scrape and incorporate these gold program on our Thorne Lake Property
pa-haa-kaa-ning gold project up in grains into the base of the glacier to de- back in the fall f 2008. From this work,
Northwestern Ontario and what we have posit them, telling us that there must be a we defined two gold grain dispersal trains
discovered there so far is a brand new significant source sitting at the head of that are as big if not larger than the one
greenstone belt, which is a type of rock the apron somewhere, so that’s very ex- extending from the Sachigo Lake Gold
that is commonly associated with gold citing.
Mine. We also defined a third, but
deposits. What we have also discovered is
smaller one on the property. The implicasomething called a gold grain dispersal With the Thorne Lake Project, we are tion from the dispersal trains is that we
apron. What this means is that within going to be embarking on an exploration may have at least a couple of areas of
over burden or dirt samples collected project up there this summer. What is gold mineralization at the head of these
from over a specific area of the property, neat about this project is that although we dispersal trains that are as large if not
we have found an exceptional number also have a number of overburden sam- larger than the Sachigo River Gold Mine,
and size of gold grains from 10 kilograms ples with anomalous gold grain values, so that is very exciting.
of overburden material col“All three gold properties that have brought Our last active gold project and
lected. To put this into perspecforward are exceptional and I’m not just saying certainly not the least, is our
tive, this apron is deemed by
independent contractors as the
that as the President and CEO of the company. Wachigabau Gold Project in
third largest gold grain disperWe are told this by independent contractors and Quebec. This project actually
sal apron in North America, so
even from our competitors that any one of these used to be our L’Esperance
this is very large. We are lookDiamond Project. Under the
three gold properties would be a crown jewel in old joint venture agreement
ing at something that has a
any other junior’s portfolio. Our main focus has that we had with Matamec
source area of potentially 6
kilometers wide with individual
Inc.
been on our Ti-pa-haa-kaa-ning gold project up Explorations
gold grains being eroded out of
(“Matamec”),
we
could
only
in Northwestern Ontario and what we have disthe rock surface and being discovered there so far is a brand new greenstone explore for diamonds on this
persed away from the rock as
property. Therefore, we went
belt, which is a type of rock that is commonly back to Matamec last fall, relong as 15 kilometers. So this is
associated with gold deposits. What we have negotiated the joint venture,
a very large dispersal apron.
also discovered is something called a gold grain and we now have access to all
The Meladine Project up in
Nunavut is the largest gold
dispersal apron. What this means is that within commodities on the property.
grain dispersal train and the
over burden or dirt samples collected from over We are pretty excited about
Rainy River gold grain dispera specific area of the property, we have found an that because we’ve essentially
sal train in the Fort Francis
parachuted our shareholders
exceptional number and size of gold grains from right into the middle of a major
area in Northwestern Ontario is
10 kilograms of overburden material collected. gold camp in Quebec. This is a
probably about the same size as
what we are looking at here in
To put this into perspective, this apron is project where we will be doing
Northwestern Ontario. Also
deemed by independent contractors as the third some field exploration there
with the drill program we had
largest gold grain dispersal apron in North this summer with the intent of
last year, we have intersected
establishing drill targets for the
America, so this is very large.”
shear zones that are gold bearfall. We are doing the same for
- Thomas F. Morris
ing and may in fact, actually
the Thorne Lake Project. Curhost the significant gold grain
rently with our Ti-pa-haa-kaawe also have something that we can comthat have been dispersed into the over- pare directly too. This property is on a ning Gold Project, we are negotiating an
burden. This discovery is exceptional. greenstone belt called the Ellard Lake exploration program for this year with
The only other important point to make is Greenstone Belt, 15 kilometers due west our joint venture partner, Lakeshore
that if you find 15-25 gold grains in an from the Sachigo River Gold Mine, Gold. For our Thorne Lake project, Interoverburden sample, people get excited which was one of the richest gold mines national Nickel Ventures Corporation is
about it. What we’re finding is upwards in North America up until World War II. earning in on that property right now.”
of 1200 plus gold grains in one of our The Ontario Geological Survey in 2002
samples.”
did a fair bit of overburden sampling CEOCFO: What is the financial picture
down ice and within the vicinity of, the like for Northern Superior?
CEOCFO: What causes that?
old Sachigo River Gold Mine. From this Mr. Morris: “First of all, the WachiMr. Morris: “The indication is that there work, they published a report describing a gabau property is a very inexpensive promust be an exceptionally large amount of gold grain dispersal train extending off ject to run, simply because we can drive
gold grains in the rock surface some- that gold mine. So we have a thumb print onto the property. We have done a lot of
where at the head of the dispersal apron of what a gold mine looks like in the till.
work on the property already, when we
on our property. The fact is that the glawere exploring for diamonds over the last

2 or 3 years. We have done a lot of compilation of data from the Quebec government databases as well as our own and we
already have a pretty good idea where
there are targets on the property for drilling. The neat thing about working in
Quebec of course is that we have an excellent working relationship with Waswanipi First Nation, and we are also getting a good tax rebate for working in
Quebec. It is an excellent place to do
work and it is a relatively cheap project.
For Thorne Lake, International Nickel
Ventures is earning in on that property,
so they are funding the project and we are
the operator on that project. We have a
very aggressive exploration and drill program planned for that property this summer and that should be finished sometime
in this 4th Quarter. For Ti-pa-haa-kaaning as I said, we had money aside to
exploration there this year, but we are
talking to our JV partner there, Lakeshore Gold, about the right kind of exploration program for this project, in order
to set up drill programs there for later
this year or early in the first quarter of
2010. Financially, we are in pretty good

shape. We are projecting right now to
have a budget of about $1.3 million going
into 2010. We have been very prudent
with our shareholder’s money while adding value to our Properties. Also with
these funds, we have been able to retain
an incredible staff. I know you here this
from a lot of juniors, but we really do
have a tremendous exploration team here
and you need the best people in order to
make these significant discoveries and
move them forward.”
CEOCFO: Is it the nature of the projects
that have attracted the quality people?
Mr. Morris: “Yes. I think that the Ti-pahaa-kaa-ning Gold Project in Northwestern Ontario allowed me to recruit a couple of top- notch geologists. This includes
Don Boucher who was at DeBeers Canada. Don is a senior geologist who has
worked all over the world, not only with
experience in diamonds, but he also has a
strong background in gold. Tom Hart has
worked with Inco in the past, a number of
junior company’s and the Ontario Geological Survey. His expertise is in gold
geology and I believe he also saw the

tremendous potential in the projects. Both
of those individuals as well as myself are
registered, professional geoscientists in
Ontario and Quebec. We have a geological technician here by the name of Matt
Sooley, who is a graduate from Cambrian
College in Sudbury. Matt is essentially
our field logistics specialist, geologic
technician and is very good with data
management. I have another fellow by the
name of Steve Van Haaften who is responsible for our data management. He is
the fellow that actually set up the Ministry of Northern Development and Mines
data management system. You won’t find
a better data manager.”
CEOCOF: Are you looking at any other
properties?
Mr. Morris: “The reality is that we are
really not in the position at this point to
really take on too much more. We do
want to focus and make sure that we are
not over- extending ourselves. However,
that being said we always consider other
opportunities.”
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